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 This research paper explores the hybrid models for Javanese character 

recognition using 15600 characters gathered from digital and handwritten 

sources. The hybrid model combines the merit of deep learning using 

convolutional neural networks (CNN) to involve feature extraction and 

a machine learning classifier using support vector machine (SVM). 

The dropout layer also manages overfitting problems and enhances training 

accuracy. For evaluation purposes, we also compared CNN models with 

three different architectures with multilayer perceptron (MLP) models with 

one and two hidden layer(s). In this research, we evaluated three variants of 

CNN architectures and the hybrid CNN-SVM models on both the accuracy 

of classification and training time. The experimental outcomes showed that 

the classification performances of all CNN models outperform the 

classification performances of both MLP models. The highest testing 

accuracy for basic CNN is 94.2% when using model 3 CNN. The increment 

of hidden layers to the MLP model just slightly enhances the accuracy. 

Furthermore, the hybrid model gained the highest accuracy result of 98.35% 

for classifying the testing data when combining model 3 CNN with the SVM 

classifier. We get that the hybrid CNN-SVM model can enhance the 

accuracy results in the Javanese characters recognition. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The Indonesian archipelago has many ethnic groups and a diversity of languages. Javanese tribble is 

the largest ethnic group and Javanese is the most widely spoken regional language in Indonesia. The Javanese 

language has its own traditional letter called Aksara Jawa or Javanese script [1]. Javanese script is a historic 

Javanese character that has been used by the Mataram Kingdom since the 17th century. Nowadays, the use of 

Javanese script just can be found in historical relics or wall cravings. Sometimes, it also can be used in place 

name signboards, street signboards, or decorations as the transcription for the Roman alphabet [2].  

Recognizing Javanese script is difficult, this is due to the writing of each character being complex 

and some characters are almost similar, so it is more difficult to recognize. Furthermore, if the manuscript 

that will be recognized is hand-written because it was written by many different writers who have different 

writing styles [3]. Some Javanese are not able to write and read Javanese scripts, particularly adolescents. 

It is going to erase the presence of Javanese characters and have an effect on Javanese culture in general. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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Therefore, to contribute to the preservation of Javanese script, we need a tool that has the ability to 

automatically recognize Javanese characters [4]. 

Machine learning has been used before as a solution to the recognition of handwritten characters. 

Popli et al. [5] recognized handwritten alphabets samples and classified them into one of the alphabet classes 

using machine learning models, i.e. ensemble learning, ensemble bagged trees, k-nearest neighbor (KNN), 

support vector machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes. This research proposed a simplified methodology based on 

engineered features that are verified using the MatLab tool, then achieved the highest accuracy of 89.3% 

using ensemble subspace model 1. 

There have been several kinds of research for recognizing Javanese characters using artificial neural 

networks (ANN) and deep learning techniques in order to get better accuracy. Dewa et al. [6] developed 

software that used the digital convolutional neural networks (CNN) method for classifying the segmented 

image of offline handwritten Javanese characters into 20 classes. In this research, CNN is compared to the 

multilayer perceptron (MLP). The results of experiments show that the CNN model outperforms MLP which 

achieves the highest accuracy of 89%. Fauziah et al. [7] also used the CNN method to classify 48 classes 

including Javanese script types, namely basic letters (carakan) and voice-modifying scripts (sandhangan). 

The CNN architecture consists of three convolution layers with max-pooling operations. This research used 

hyperparameters including the number of filters for each convolution layer 32, 64, or 128 filters, with a 

learning rate of 0.0001, a dropout value is 0.5, and the number of neurons in the fully-connected layer is 

1,024 neurons. The average accuracy performance value was 87.65%, the average precision value was 

88.01%, and the average recall value was 87.70%. Rismiyati et al. [8] performed CNN and deep neural 

network (DNN) for classifying 20 handwritten Javanese characters. The experiment used 2.470 images with 

an input image size is 32×32 pixels. The accuracy result with k-fold cross-validation obtained is 70.22% for 

CNN and 64.65% for DNN. Wibowo et al. [9] used the CNN method with two different numbers of layers 

and the dataset contains 11500 characters. The experimental results obtained that CNN has ensured to 

recognition of simple Javanese characters with a 94.57% accuracy score. Currently, the CNN model is a deep 

learning technique that is very powerful in solving classification problems with the input image. CNN model 

takes pixel neighbour information using extraction of feature task with convolution and pooling operation 

between a combination of many layers. Then, the features obtained are used to determine its class using the 

softmax activation.  

Several other studies have been conducted to improve the performance of CNN, such as developing a 

hybrid model that integrates a CNN and support SVM [10]–[15]. In the hybrid model, CNN takes as a feature 

extractor and SVM performs as a classifier. This hybrid approach automatically extracts features from the input 

raw images using CNN and yields the predictions using SVM. Niu and Suen [10] experimented with the 

Modified National Institute of Standards and Technology (MNIST) digit database and compared the hybrid 

model with different studies on the equal database. The results imply that this hybrid model has accomplished 

better results. Ahlawat and Choudhary [11] additionally confirmed the effectiveness of hybrid CNN-SVM by 

producing an accuracy score of 99.28% on the recognition task using the MNIST handwritten digits dataset. 

Elleuch et al. [12] explored a new hybrid model CNN-SVM and applied the dropout technique for offline 

Arabic handwriting recognition. Simulation results proved that the novel CNN-SVM model with dropout shows 

extensively and efficiently better than the CNN-SVM architecture without dropout and the fundamental CNN 

classifier. 

In this study, an architecture model using hybrid CNN-SVM with dropout for Javanese characters 

recognition has been offered to improve the accuracy score of character recognition. The focus of this 

research is to learn and extract the features from the raw images of Javanese characters using CNN. Then, 

these learned patterns are continued to the SVM classifier for executing the Javanese characters recognition. 

Dropout training is one of the effective approaches to manage overfitting issues via randomly ignoring subsets of 

features at each iteration of a training stage. The dropout layer will make the convergence speed different, weaken 

the effect of the initial parameters on the model, and enhance the training accuracy [16], [17]. For evaluation 

purposes, we additionally evaluated CNN models with three different architectures with MLP on the 

performance of accuracy and training time. 

The rest of this paper is organized as: the basic concepts of CNN, SVM and the hybrid CNN-SVM 

model designed for Javanese characters recognition explained in section 2. Furthermore, section 3 presents 

our experimental method. Then, the experimental results are given and analyzed in section 4. Lastly, section 

4 concludes some remarks and explains the future scope. 
 

 

2. RESEARCH METHODS  

The research methods employed in this work are outlined in this section. We provide an overview of 

the CNN and SVM models. Then, we explain our proposed model, the hybrid CNN-SVM. 
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2.1.  Convolutional neural networks  

A convolutional neural network model proposed by LeCun et al. [18] can be considered as an 

elaboration for conventional ANN models, such as MLP. A CNN model is arranged of certain layers which are 

called convolution and pooling layers to learn and extract features from raw image input and a fully-connected 

neural network (FCN) which is actually an MLP model to predict the output class. The features obtained from 

those special layers are called feature maps and become inputs for a fully-connected layer (FCL) [6].  

Figure 1 represents an example of CNN architecture that consists of a set of many layers. To begin, 

the input is convoluted with a set of filters (with C hidden layers) in the convolution layer to get the feature 

maps value. Next, the dimensionality (with S hidden layers) of the spatial resolution of the feature maps is 

reduced, every convolution layer is continued to a subsampling (or pooling) layer. Convolutional layers 

alternate subsampling layers denote as the feature extractor to retrieve discriminating features from the input 

images. In the end, a flattened function is implemented to transform each feature map into a one-dimensional 

matrix. Then, these matrices will be further passed into the output layer which is the FCL or MLP with a 

softmax activation function that generates possibilities of each class of the input image [6], [10], [12]. 

The various combinations of the numbers of hidden layers, epochs and architectures of CNN may produce 

different performances [19]–[21].  
 

 

  
  

Figure 1. An example of CNN model 

architecture [10] 

Figure 2. An example of hybrid CNN-SVM model 

architecture [10] 
 
 

2.2.  Support vector machine 

Support vector machine, which has been proposed by Vapnik [22], Cortes and Vapnik [23] is a robust 

discriminative classifier. SVM is assumed to be a sophisticated tool to accomplish linear and also non-linear 

classification issues with flexibility, stinginess, prediction ability and the global optimum solution. Difference 

from ANN that minimizes the empirical risk, the foundation of SVM formulation is the minimization of 

structural risk [22]. 

Kernel functions in the SVM model can convert a nonlinear into a linear problem by transforming data 

into high-dimensional feature spaces and finding the best hyperplane to separate the features. The modification 

was conducted using various kernel functions such as sigmoid, linear, polynomial, and radial basis function 

(RBF) kernels. The best hyperplane is reached by solving a quadratic programming problem that depends on 

parameters of regularization [22], [23]. 
 

2.3.  Hybrid CNN-SVM 

The hybrid CNN–SVM architecture combines the CNN model and SVM classifier. A CNN has a 

supervised learning mechanism that includes convolution, subsampling (pooling), and fully connected layers. 

CNN can learn invariant local features conveniently and extract the most discriminating features from pixel 

image patterns. Furthermore, the SVM classifier can turn down the generalization error on invisible data. 

SVM intends to represent the dataset features into multi-dimensional feature spaces where an optimal 

hyperplane splits the features of image data belonging to variant classes. This model works by replacing the 

latest output layer with the SVM classifier. In this model, CNN becomes a feature extractor and SVM as a 

classifier and substitutes the softmax layer of CNN. Thus, the output of the hidden layer result can be 

assumed as the input features for the SVM classifier [12]. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the hybrid CNN–SVM model. First, the raw images are continued to 

the input layer and are pursued by the CNN model is trained until the training process converges with several 

iterations or epochs. Next, the SVM model with kernel function substitutes the output layer of the CNN 

model. The SVM uses the outputs from the last hidden layer of CNN as a new feature vector for the input 

training process. After that, the SVM classifier has been trained well, it performs the recognition task and 

produces new determinations to predict the classes on testing image datasets [10]. 
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3. EXPERIMENTS 

The objective of this study is to accomplish the task of Javanese character recognition and improve its 

performance. In order to achieve the objective, we investigated three CNN architectural variations and a hybrid 

CNN-SVM model with dropout. The focus of this research is to extract the patterns from the raw images of 

handwritten Javanese characters using CNN. Then, these learned features proceeded to the SVM classifier to 

perform the Javanese characters recognition. Dropout is also used to control overfitting. We also compared CNN 

models with three different architectures with MLP models with one and two hidden layer(s) for evaluation 

purposes. We evaluated all models on both the accuracy of classification and training time. 

The details of experiments conducted in this paper are described in this section. The experiments 

section includes data acquisition for digital fonts and handwritten Javanese characters, the architecture of CNN 

models and compared MLP models, the SVM hyperparameters, and also experiment scenarios for Javanese 

characters recognition. Each part of the experiment will be presented in the subsection parts. 
 

3.1.  Data acquisition 

The data is Javanese characters acquired from digital fonts and handwritten texts which are scanned 

into documents. The Javanese digital fonts were gathered from 10 different Javanese fonts with normal, bold, 

and italic text converted into a document file. Furthermore, the collection of handwriting Javanese script data 

was carried out using different pen thicknesses written by Javanese people, then we scanned the handwritten 

texts and converted them into a document file. After that, all Javanese documents are segmented into 

characters. A total of 100 sets of Javanese handwriting scripts had been acquired yielding 12000 characters 

(120 characters per set), besides, we also collected 30 sets of digital Javanese text from digital Javanese fonts, 

resulting in 3600 characters. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Sample of digital (from 1 until 30) and handwritten (from 31 until 130) “HA” Javanese character 

after preprocessing methods applied 
 

 

A total of 15600 Javanese characters obtained from digital (30 sets × 120 characters) and handwritten 

(100 sets × 120 characters) resources. The characters obtained from the hand-writing process can be noisy, not 

aligned, slightly blurry (because of the pen inks), and so on must be enhanced. Hence, some image enhancement 

techniques have been adjusted to all the original Javanese characters images in the pre-processing step. Thus, 

the handwritten dataset gathered is clean and can be used robustly. Every data in the dataset is converted and 

normalized into an 8-bit grayscale image which has a fixed image of the size of 28×28 pixels and is positioned 

at the center. Figure 3 displays samples of digital (from 1 until 30) and handwritten (from 31 until 130) “HA” 

Javanese characters after preprocessing methods were applied. This dataset will be split into training, validation 

and testing datasets. 
 

3.2.  The architecture of CNN models 

The CNN model consists of several layers with convolution and subsampling layers and the FCN 

layer as an output layer with a softmax function. Xavier weight initialization, also known as Glorot uniform 

initializer was used to initialize weight neurons in the CNN model. Adam optimizer was used in this work to 

obtain optimized performance. We adjusted dropout regularization and also the rectified linear unit (ReLU) 

activation function to entire layers in the CNN model. The implementation of the CNN model using a deep 

learning library in python language, tensorflow keras library [24], [25]. For evaluation objectives, we also 

compared CNN models with three different architectures with MLP models with one and two hidden layer(s). 

The details of different CNN architectures utilized in this research are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The details of different CNN model architectures 
Model architecture Layer Size Output shape 

Architecture of model 1 CNN Input (1, 28, 28) - 

 Conv + ReLU 32 (3×3) filters (28, 28, 32) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (14, 14, 32) 

 Conv + ReLU 64 (2×2) filters (14, 14, 64) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (7, 7, 64) 

 Conv + ReLU 128 (3 × 3) filters (7, 7, 128) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (4, 4, 128) 

 FullyConnected + ReLu + Dropout (0.2) 1000 neurons 1000 

 FullyConnected 120 neurons 120 

 Softmax 120 way 120 

Architecture of model 2 CNN Input (1, 28, 28) - 

 Conv + ReLU 32 (5×5) filters (28, 28, 32) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (14, 14, 32) 

 Conv + ReLU 64 (5×5) filters (14, 14, 64) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (7, 7, 64) 

 Conv + ReLU 128 (5×5) filters (7, 7, 128) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (4, 4, 128) 

 Conv + ReLU 64 (5×5) filters (4, 4, 64) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (2, 2, 64) 

 Conv + ReLU 32 (5×5) filters (2, 2, 32) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (1, 1, 32) 

 FullyConnected + ReLu + Dropout (0.2) 1024 neurons 1024 

 FullyConnected 120 neurons 120 

 Softmax 120 way 120 

Architecture of model 3 CNN Input (1, 28, 28) - 

 Conv + ReLU 64 (3×3) filters (28, 28, 64) 

 Conv + ReLU 64 (3×3) filters (28, 28, 64) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (14, 14, 64) 

 Conv + ReLU 128 (3×3) filters (14, 14, 128) 

 Conv + ReLU 128 (3×3) filters (14, 14, 128) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (7, 7, 128) 

 Conv + ReLU 256 (3×3) filters (7, 7, 256) 

 Conv + ReLU 256 (3×3) filters (7, 7, 256) 

 Conv + ReLU 256 (3×3) filters (7, 7, 256) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (4, 4, 256) 

 Conv + ReLU 512 (3×3) filters (4, 4, 512) 

 Conv + ReLU 512 (3×3) filters (4, 4, 512) 

 Conv + ReLU 512 (3×3) filters (4, 4, 512) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (2, 2, 512) 

 Conv + ReLU 512 (3×3) filters (2, 2, 512) 

 Conv + ReLU 512 (3×3) filters (2, 2, 512) 

 Conv + ReLU 512 (3×3) filters (2, 2, 512) 

 MaxPooling + Dropout (0.2) (2×2) (1, 1, 512) 

 FullyConnected + ReLu + Dropout (0.2) 4096 neurons 4096 

 FullyConnected + ReLu + Dropout (0.2) 4096 neurons 4096 

 FullyConnected 120 neurons 120 

 Softmax 120 way 120 

 

 

In this experiment, we also trained MLP models with single and two hidden layer(s) with the same 

Javanese characters dataset. The detailed architecture of MLP models is given in Table 2. In this research, 

we utilized pixel values of the Javanese character images as inputs for MLP without the feature extraction 

approach previously.  

The MLP architecture with a single hidden layer has 784 neurons in the input layer as Table 2. Each 

neuron will accept a single vector as the result of extracted features from a character image that has a size of 

28×28 pixels. The MLP architecture with a single hidden layer consists of one hidden layer with 1,000 

neurons. Then, the MLP model will generate 120 probability values to which the input image class may 

belong. Furthermore, the two hidden layers MLP model utilized 1,000 neurons and 2,000 neurons. MLP 

models used the rectified linear unit (ReLU) in hidden layers. Moreover, the softmax activation functions are 

also applied in the output layer, respectively. 
 

3.3.  The SVM hyperparameters 

The generated features from the CNN model are continued to the SVM classifier for training, 

validating and then testing the Javanese images. One hundred and twenty values from the last layer of the 

trained CNN model were used as a new feature vector to denote the input matrix and were passed to the SVM 

for learning, validation, and testing. The parameters of SVM like kernel function, C parameter (regularization 

parameter) and gamma parameter are tuned accurately because they are the affecting parameters during SVM 

classification. 

The kernel functions are observed in SVM using linear, sigmoid, polynomial, and RBF kernels. 

The values of the gamma parameter explored are 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.00001. Furthermore, the values of the 

C parameter observed are 1, 10, 100, 1000. The parameters used to apply the SVM method are optimized by 

a 5-fold cross-validated grid-search over a parameter grid. 
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3.4.  Experiment scenario 

A CNN model uses a supervised learning scenario to update internal weight value matrices during 

the training process, the model uses a lost function that calculates the difference between the predicted class 

and the actual class. CNN models utilize the lost (or cost) function as the cross-entropy error formula. 

The scenario of our experiment was started with the dataset which was separated into 80% for training and 

the rest for testing to perform the model development and evaluation. Then, the training dataset was split into 

80% for training and the rest for the validation dataset. In our experiment, we use 128 as the batch size, 

the maximum number of epochs 1000 and a learning rate of 0.0001. We used 4 × NVIDIA Tesla V100 

DGXS GPU for training the model. 
 

 

Table 2. The details of different multilayer perceptron model architectures 
Model architecture Layer Size Output shape 

The MLP model architecture with single hidden layer Input 784 neurons - 

 FullyConnected + ReLu 1000 neurons 1000 

 FullyConnected 120 neurons 120 
 Softmax 120 way 120 

The MLP model architecture with two hidden layers Input 784 neurons - 

 FullyConnected + ReLu 1000 neurons 1000 
 FullyConnected + ReLu 2000 neurons 2000 

 FullyConnected 120 neurons 120 

 Softmax 120 way 120 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Three different CNN architectures are compared with the MLP model with single and two hidden 

layer(s). We used three different variables to evaluate the performances: validation accuracy, testing accuracy 

and training time results. Table 3 presents the experiment results of those five different models. 

Table 3 shows that MLP with a single hidden layer takes minimal training time among others. 

Moreover, model 3 CNN needs more training time than other CNN models. It is caused by the complex 

architectures of convolution and subsampling layers, thus increasing the computation and training time. 

Overall, the classification accuracies of all CNN models exceed the classification accuracies of both MLP 

models for validation and testing datasets. Using of convolutional and pooling layers in the CNN model can 

effectively learn the features of the Javanese characters dataset. The highest validation and testing accuracies 

from this experiment were gathered when we used model 3 CNN, which are 97.14% and 98.06%, 

respectively. We can also learn that the increment of hidden layers to the MLP model slightly enhances its 

performance.  

In the next experiment, we built and trained a hybrid CNN-SVM model. An SVM classifier changed 

the last fully connected layer of CNN to produce classes of the characters. We used different kernel functions 

and determined the optimal value of gamma and C parameters to build the SVM in the hybrid model by 

applying the 5-fold cross-validation scenario on the training dataset using grid-search. Table 4 provides the 

results of the hybrid CNN-SVM model using three different CNN architectures. 
 
 

Table 3. The results of CNN and MLP models 
Model Validation accuracy Testing accuracy Training time 

Model 1 CNN 89.9% 90.1% 98.979 

Model 2 CNN 94.75% 95.45% 251.456 

Model 3 CNN 97.14% 98.06% 379.195 

MLP with one hidden layer 80.3% 81.2% 24.987 
MLP with two hidden layers 81.7% 82.3% 32.017 

 

 

Table 4. The results of the hybrid CNN-SVM models 
Model Validation accuracy Testing accuracy Training time 

Model 1 CNN + SVM 90.99% 91.86% 445.263 

Model 2 CNN + SVM 95.22% 95.57% 600.764 

Model 3 CNN + SVM 97.38% 98.35% 827.896 

 
 

After examining the results presented in Table 3 and Table 4, the accuracy of the hybrid CNN-SVM 

model for recognition of Javanese characters is outperformed by the accuracy of the basic CNN model. The 

highest testing accuracy is 98.35% when combining model 3 CNN with SVM classifier. The training time of the 

hybrid CNN-SVM increases because searching the best parameters of SVM using grid search requires more time. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This study aims to accomplish the task of recognising Javanese characters and improving their 

performance. A total of 15600 Javanese characters were gathered from digital and handwritten sources. In order 

to achieve the objective, we investigated three variants of CNN architectures and a model of hybrid CNN-SVM 

with dropout. The focus of this research is to involve feature extraction using CNN and then predict the output 

using an SVM classifier. The model combines the advantage of deep learning CNN and a machine learning 

classifier using SVM in recognizing Javanese characters. Dropout training with the dropout layer is one of the 

powerful ways to manage overfitting problems and enhance training accuracy. We also compare CNN models 

with three different architectures with multilayer perceptron MLP models with one and two hidden layer(s). In this 

research, we assessed all models on both classification performance and training time. 

The experimental outcomes showed that the classification performances of all CNN models 

outperform the classification performances of both MLP models for validation and testing datasets. The highest 

testing accuracy using basic CNN is 98.06% which used model 3 CNN. The increment of hidden layers to the 

MLP model slightly enhances the accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed model achieved the highest accuracy 

of 98.35% for testing data when combining model 3 CNN with SVM classifier. The CNN-based-SVM model 

is a promising classification method in character recognition research. For the training time, MLP with a single 

hidden layer needs minimal training time among other models. Moreover, CNN models require more 

significant time for training compared to MLP. The training time of hybrid CNN-SVM also increases 

because searching the best parameters of SVM using grid search requires more time. 

The character recognition research using a hybrid CNN-SVM model can improve further. In future 

research, our proposed model can be enhanced to recognise digital and handwritten characters in different 

languages such as Japanese, Korean, Bengali, Hindi, and so on. The other optimizing techniques can also be 

explored to elevate the overall performance of classification. Different architectures of hybrid CNN such as 

CNN-RNN, CNN-HMM can be explored. Evolutionary algorithms also can be investigated for enhancing CNN 

learning parameters, i.e. the number of layers and/or neurons, learning rate, kernel size of convolution filters. 
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